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Purpose
In order to reduce pressure for development on greenfield
land and to maximise the potential for development in
sustainable locations, such as in our town centres and
in areas of high access to public transport, a substantial
amount of growth will need to be located in existing
communities. We recognise that the character of existing
communities is valued by residents and therefore the type
of growth, and the resulting impact on the character of the
community, needs to be carefully managed.
This study, the “Character of Growth” (CoG) is to inform
the development of the local plan and ensure that new
development responds to the unique qualities of the
borough and its communities.
The study builds on the work completed in the “Enfield
Characterisation Study” (2011) by:
•

Updating the categorisation of the borough to account
for recent developments.

•

Assessing the quality of existing areas using
assessment against the characteristics listed in the
National Design Guide and other material, such as
more detailed conservation area character appraisals.

•

Assessing the presence of local “drivers of change”,
for example the presence of existing low density
development in relation to high levels of access to
public transport or proximity to town centres.

•

Making recommendations for the level of change
to the character that would be supported through
development proposals.

•

Proposing the form of development (“types” or
“typologies”) that will be supported in each area based
on the existing context and level of change proposed,
including the consideration of how tall buildings should
be defined in different areas, where tall buildings
might be appropriate and what heights should be
considered.

The Character of Growth Study
Is for:

Is not:

Informing the view of the planning authority

To replace the planning process

Encouraging good quality, sustainable density

For replacing the judgment of planning and design
professionals on individual sites

Increasing certainty for developers and planners

A guarantee of planning permission

Informing site allocations in the Local Plan

A comprehensive assessment of every plot/site

Providing a broad area assessment

A landscape assessment

Championing good design
Celebrating the boroughs positive characteristics
Providing guidance to windfall developments

This report is an explanation of the findings and
recommendations and should be read in conjunction
with the maps and schedules.
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Background
The Character of Growth Study (CoG) informs the
emerging Regulation 18 Enfield Local Plan (2021). This
report is issued alongside the public consultation in order
to gain feedback on the overall approach and explain
the relevant policies in the plan. This sits within a wider,
changing backdrop of planning in London and in England
in general which the study responds to as below:
Key Documents:
•

Enfield’s New Local Plan 2039, Main Issues and
Towards a Preferred Approach. Regulation 18 Public
Consultation.
The CoG is part of the evidence base of the New
Local Plan and informs the policies on Good Growth
and tall buildings.

•

The London Plan (2021)

1. National Model Design Code

2. Planning for the Future, White Paper

The CoG responds to the challenges laid out in the
London Plan for boroughs to:
1) Create a local definition for tall buildings (Policy D9)
2) Propose appropriate locations for tall buildings
(Policy D9)
3) Optimise sites for housing delivery through a policy
of good growth and good design.
•

White Paper: Planning for the Future (2020) and
National Model Design Code (2021)
In anticipation of the planning system moving towards
a coding approach and digital planning:

Enfield
Local Plan

1) Using the assessment criteria make clear
recommendations for scale of change and growth
based on quality of character.
2) Data and work is stored in a GIS space ready for
translation into a web based, accessible format.

3. Enfield’s New Local Plan

4. The London Plan 2021
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Process Diagram
The diagram below shows the process, inputs and
outputs of the study. Currently the stage 2 work has been
complete as well as the tall building section of stage 3.

Input

Process

In Practice

Stage 1:
Baseline
London
Plan 2021

Conform

- Updating the typologies
- Introducing new typologies
- Definitions
- Assessment of each typology

Inform

Stage 2:
Assessment

Best practice guidance:
- National Design Guide
- Landscape Institute:
Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment
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Tall Building Definition +
Appropriate Locations

Scale of Growth
GIS Map

- Specific value assessment
- Forces of change assessment
- Synthesis into recommendation

Characterisation
Study 2011

Baseline

Tall buildings Study
2014

Baseline

Appropriate
Typology
Library

Stage 3:
Typology Testing
- Development of
proposed typologies
- Assessment of appropriate tall
buildings locations
Consultation and
Revision with Local Plan

(Not included
in this report)

Enfield
Local Plan

Inform
Policies
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Definitions of change
This diagram explains the definitions of change
recommend in Stage 2. These inform Stage 3 tall buildings
appropriate locations and appropriate precedents library.

Limited Change

Medium Change

Transformative Change

The typology character is of a high quality and should be
maintained.

The typology character is mixed with positive features that should
be improved and negative features that should be resolved.

Implications:

Implications:

The typology character is of a poor quality and/or low density
potentially with a high force of change and should be transformed
to resolve these issues.

•
•

•
•

Exploit infill and extension opportunities
Where demolition is necessary, replacement should
conserve and complement the existing character

* Does not override the protections afforded by listing and
conservation areas

•

Exploit infill and extension opportunities
Some demolition and replacement possible (e.g. corners or
garage blocks or along a main roads)
Replacement buildings can change the character to some
extent

Implications:
•
•
•
•
•

Acceptance that character will completely change
Fundamental changes in density
Fundamental changes in urban form.
Demolition and Replacement
Potential location for tall buildings in some instances.

Illustrative Diagrams

Extensions

Limited Infill

Infill

Limited Develop

Redevelop

Tall Buildings

Indicative Example

Rear extension, Camden
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Corner Infill

Dujardin Mews, Ponders End

Ordnance Road, Enfield Highway

Alma Estate, Ponders End

Three Waters, Bow

Character of Growth Study

Stage 1:
Baseline

Meridian Water- site of Phase 1 - 2020

Enfield’s Urban Typologies
The 2011 Enfield Characterisation Study is used as
base upon which to assess the quality and capacity for
change of the boroughs urban typology areas. For ease
of reference, the full range of urban typologies from the
2011 Characterisation Study are shown here.
18 and 19 are described on the following page and are
new typologies that have emerged since 2011.

01. Historic Centres

02. Metroland Centres

03. Urban Centres

04. Linear Centres

05. Big Box Retail

The study splits the borough into areas based on the
type and use of buildings it contains. These are called
the urban typologies.
All images are sourced from the 2011 Study
© Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners

06. Institutions

07. Large Scale Industry

08. Small Scale Industry

09. Technology Park

10. Pre Victorian

11. Urban Terrace

12. Garden City

13.Classic Suburban

14 Large Suburban

15. Suburban Flats

16. Street Based Estates

17. Free Form Estates

18. Contemporary Flatted

19. Mews/infill

NEW

6

NEW
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2011 Characterisation Study
The 2011 Enfield Characterisation Study is used as base
upon which to assess the quality and capacity for change
of the boroughs urban typology areas.
•

•
•

The 2011 study is a detailed analysis of the borough’s
character, identifies typologies and explains the history
of the urban environment. It is a solid base for this
study and does not need to be fully revised.
Over the last 10 years many changes have occurred
in the borough which need to be captured in updated
mapping.
The study does not make recommendations for the
scale of change that each urban typology could
accommodate acting as a descriptive document rather
than a propositional one.

Actions
•
•
•
•

18. Contemporary Flatted

A review of the study was undertaken to verify the
boundaries of each typology.
Assess where changes have occurred in the last 10
years.
Identify any new typologies in the urban environment.
The Character of Growth Study covers only urban
areas. Therefore we have not assessed or made
recommendations for the landscape typology areas.

Findings
•

•

Two new typologies have emerged over the last
decade and are explained across the page. These
roughly follow the “New London Vernacular” that has
emerged as an architectural style in London.
There have been 39 changes in typology since 2011
as development has occurred.

19. Mews/infill

Contemporary flatted developments are defined by a
perimeter block approach, use of inset and projecting
balconies and generally of a style which could be
considered as “New London Vernacular”.

Contemporary Mews / Infill are an emergent typology in
Enfield that make use of narrow, backland and small sites
by employing innovative architectural forms that provide
amenity and privacy in an unconventional way.

The scale and massing is generally a sustainable density
of 5-6 storeys with flats either accessed from of a central
core or deck access. These areas can host tall buildings.

Often parking, pedestrian routes, refuse vehicle access
and greening must share the same public realm and
space.

This typology often employs a street-based approach with
greening in the public realm.

A good example of this type is Dujardin Mews in Ponders
End.

A good example of this type is the Alma Estate in Ponders
End.

1: 2011 Report Cover
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Changes since 2011 Study
This map shows where updates have been made to the
2011 urban typologies. In the 10 years since the study
was completed many changes have occurred and are
explained below.
As part of Stage 1 each 2011 area was checked and
amended as required to reflect the current reality. Through
this process cartographic errors were addressed and
some overly large areas split up to be more manageable.
This process resulted in:
760 - New total number of urban typology areas
76 - Amendments (consolidations, splitting up, refinement
of boundaries to match typology)
39 - New developments since 2011 significant enough to
change to a new typology area
69 - Misallocated in 2011 and assigned to correct
typology

Typology Key

Amended Typology Boundary
Misallocated in 2011
Typology Change from Development
No change in Urban Typology
Non Urban
Reservoirs
Landscape Typology

N
0m
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Urban Typologies of Enfield
This map illustrates the updated typologies as of 2021.
Planning permissions that have been granted that will
change the character of an area have been shown.
760 - Total number of typology areas
These areas are used as the level of assessment of
character and scale of growth.
Link: CoG-A1-Typology Map-Rev-A

Typology Key
Centres

Industrial

Urban Centre

Big Box Retail

Historic Centre

Large Scale Industry

Metroland Centre

Small Scale Industry

Linear Centre

Office / Technology Park

Institutions
Predominately Residential

Non Urban

Pre-Victorian Residential

Reservoirs

Urban Terrace

Landscape Typology

Classic Suburban
Garden City
Large Suburban
Suburban Flats
Street Based Estates
Free Form Estates
Contemporary Flats (New)
Mews/Infill (New)

N
0m
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Stage 2:
Character
Assessment

Assessment Methodology

Urban
Typologies

The overall methodology was developed in line with some
of the recommendations and guidance of the Landscape
Institutes’s Landscape Visual Impact Assessment guide.
This has been adapted to fit the needs of the study in
assessing urban typologies only.
The full schedule of analysis and results are located online
accompanying this report:

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Recommendation

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

The assessment methodology follows 5 stages as
described in Table 1 across. Each stage follows
sequentially from the other in order and are explained in
detail on the following pages.
The top right diagram allows the reader to see what stage
of the method they are at thought this section of the report.

General
Value

Stage

Considerations

Assessment Action

Purpose

Outcome

Urban Typology

2011 Characterisation Study
Review

Update the 2011 Characterisation Study

Ensure that the urban typologies of the
borough are correct.

Updated typology map
of the borough.

General Value
Assessment

National Model Design Code
(2021)

Using best practice (National Model Design
Code) perform an assessment on the general
characteristics of the urban typologies identified in
the 2011 study as well as the two new typologies.

Identify common issues and features of
each typology in general. Make general
assumptions and recommendations to
compare specific local variations against.

Baseline value
assigned to each
generic typology.
Expressed as the
level of change that
will be supported
as: Limited, Medium
Transformative.

Specific Value
Assessment

1. Conservation Areas
2. Locally/nationally listed heritage
3. Proximity to green space
4. Proximity to the Green Belt
5. Desktop visual assessment

GIS analysis to determine influence of each factor
on each specific typology area.

Understand the locally specific positive or
negative character value of each of the
760no. specific individual typology areas.

Conclusion of general
value assessment
updated to take
into account local
variations. Expressed
as the level of change
that will be supported
as: Limited, Medium
Transformative.

6. Public Transport Accessibility
7. Proximity to Town Centre
8. Proximity to Large Local Centre
9. Efficient Use of Land
10. Area of Large Scale
Coordinated Change

GIS analysis to determine influence of each factor
on each specific typology area.

Understand the specific forces of change
of each individual typology area and
understanding efficiency of land use. The
higher the forces of change the more likely
a change in character will be supported.

Force of change
expressed as low,
medium or high.

Synthesise above factors into a concise
recommendation for the level of change for
each specific individual typology area.

Each specific typology
area recommended for:

Link: Cog-A3-Stage 2-Assessment Table - Rev-A
Link: Cog-A3-Stage 2-General Assessment Table - Rev-A

Forces of Change

Final Recommendation General Value Assessment
Specific Value Assessment
Forces of Change

Qualitative visual assessment of each area by
urban design team marked against the general
value assessment. (positive or negative deviation)

Qualitative visual assessment of each area for
efficient use of land by urban design team.

Holistic assessment of all factors to reach an
informed professional judgement.

Limited Change
Medium Change
Transformative Change

Table 1: Explanation of each stage of the assessment methodology
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Method - General Value

Urban
Typologies

Please refer to the accompanying Schedule which breaks
down the assessment by type.
Link: Cog-A3-Stage 2-General Assessment Table - Rev-A

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Recommendation

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

The General Value assessment looks at the 19 typologies
in general to understand and make recommendations on
common themes.
An assessment of the inherent positive and negative
attributes of the typology creates a baseline that specific
local variations can be assessed against.

General
Value

Factor

Method

Assessment + Assumptions

Outcome

2011 Characterisation
Study - Typologies
Review

GIS analysis to determine
any changes since 2011 or
inaccuracies in the assessment
boundary adjustments where
needed.

A log is made where a boundary is changed or typology changed.

Up to date list of typologies and accurate GIS
mapping.
19 total
(17 original + 2 new)

Desktop based visual check
using GIS, aerial photography
and mapping software (due to
Covid-19)
01. Historic Centres

02. Metroland Centres

03. Urban Centres

2011 Characterisation
Study - Typologies
Description

Review of descriptive material
in the study and inclusion in the
schedule.

The description serves to describe the typology to the reader.

Updated descriptions included in the schedule.

Creation of description for new
typologies.
04. Linear Centres

07. Large Scale Industry

10. Pre Victorian

05. Big Box Retail

08. Small Scale Industry

11. Urban Terrace

06. Institutions

2011 Characterisation
Study - “Implications”

The “implications” reached in the 2011 study are not a
Review of “implications” noted in
the 2011 study and inclusion in the comprehensive summary of the positives and negatives of each
typology. However they are useful as a consideration in forming a
schedule.
new value judgement.
Analysis of “implications” for new
typologies.

Part of overall assessment and recorded in the
schedule.

Positive Features
Assessment

Reviewed against characteristics
for good urban design as
described in he National Design
Guide (2021) and other best
practice guidance.

Review of the character of the place, not just the built form.

Description of assessment result included in the
schedule.

Reviewed against characteristics
for good urban design as
described in he National Design
Guide (2020) and other best
practice guidance.

Review of the character of the place, not just the build form.

Holistic Assessment of the above
factors by the urban design team.

Fundamental issues such as layout, density, permeability are the
most important aspects in assigning a recommendation for change.

09. Technology Park

12. Garden City

Negative Features
Assessment
13.Classic Suburban

16. Street Based Estates

14 Large Suburban

17. Free Form Estates

15. Suburban Flats

18. Contemporary Flatted

General Assessment

Urban design and architectural quality are reviewed.
Nature, tree coverage and adaptability is valued as well as the
buildings and urban form.

Urban design and architectural quality are reviewed.

Description of assessment result included in the
schedule.

For example, predominance of car parking, and poor relationship
with street and sustainable travel is reviewed.

Generally, the architectural style is not important for this review but
the condition and quality is.

A recommendation for the level of change
acceptable for each typology - not accounting
for specific local variations; Limited, Medium,
Transformative

19. Mews/infill

Table 2: Explanation of assessing the general value of typologies.
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Method - Specific Typology

Urban
Typologies

General
Value

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Recommendation

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

The below table explains the assessment process for each
typology in the borough. Please refer to the assessment
schedule for the results for each typology.
Link: Cog-A3-Stage 2-Assessment Table - Rev-A
Factor

Method

Assessment + Assumptions

Conservation
Area

GIS analysis to determine which
typologies are within conservation
areas.

Conservation areas already benefit from enhanced protection and have detailed
If the typology is within a Conservation Area it is recommended that Limited Change is
Conservation Area Character Appraisals. Therefore recommendations are derived from acceptable unless marked as negative or neutral in the Conservation Area Appraisal and
the recommendations of the appraisal and Conservation Area Management Proposals. Management Proposals. In these cases the typology will be recommended for medium or
transformative change in line with the appraisal.

Listed
Buildings,
Locally Listed
Buildings
and Heritage
Assets

GIS analysis to determine which
typologies contain a listed or locally
listed heritage asset.

Listed and Locally listed buildings and heritage assets already have enhanced
Limited Change if typology is mainly listed - for instance a typology fully consisting of listed
protection to conserve their character. Therefore they are assumed to be outside of the buildings.
scope of this study and to be limited change.
If a listed asset is contained within a larger area the wider typology can be medium or
A small typology area with a heritage asset will be assumed limited change.
transformative change but future developments must consider the listed asset as in any planning
application.

Green Belt
(GB)

GIS analysis to determine which
typologies are inside or within a 50m
influence of GB.

Proximity to the green belt (for instance on the boundary) will be a consideration in the
overall assessment of the areas value because green belt protections place limits on
how much a typology can change.

Visual check to verify.

Within the influence of green belt means that the specific local circumstances should
be accounted for e.g.the typology fronts the green belt and could impact on the sense
of openness.

Visual check to verify.

Outcome

A recommendation for Limited Change will be made if the typology is wholly within the Green
Belt.
If the typology is within the influence of the green belt then local circumstances will determine
what impact this has on the final recommendation.

If the typology is contained within the greenbelt the assessment will assume limited
change as the purpose of the Green Belt is to maintain the existing character of
openness.
Proximity to
Local Open
Space (LOS)

GIS analysis to determine which
typologies are inside or within a 50m
influence of Local open Space (LOS).
Visual check to verify.

Visual
Assessment

Assessment

Desktop based assessment to verify
and compare local characteristics
against the criteria in the general
assessment of typologies.

Holistic Assessment of the above
factors by the urban design team.

LOS covers the majority of the boroughs green spaces but does not reflect on quality
or use. This method allows green space (whether a large park or small area) to be
taken into consideration by the assessment.

A recommendation for Limited Change will be made if the typology is wholly within a Local Open
Space.

Given the scale of the borough only a simple assessment can be made based on
street view and aerial photography.

Should the specific typology be a particularly good example or not suffer from the issues
identified in the general typology assessment then the recommendation for acceptable change
will be less than is identified in the general assessment.

If the typology is within the influence of Local Open Space then the local circumstances will
Proximity to LOS (e.g. fronting a park) will be a consideration in the overall assessment determine what impact this has on the final recommendation. .
of the areas value.

The area is checked for fundamental issues (such as front to back issue) against
the general assessment criteria. Variation is categorised as a positive or negative
deviation.

All factors above are taken into consideration.
Where the category of the area (in terms of level of change) is not altered due to the
presence of once of the above factors (e.g. being within a conservation area) the
assessment will be based on the quality of the specific typology.

In many instances the general assessment is accurate and the recommendation is the same.
In some instances there are more negative deviations meaning the recommendation will be for
more change than then general assessment.
A recommendation for acceptable change of “Limited, Medium, Transformative” is made based
on a holistic assessment of the above factors.

The objective is to capture specific local deviations from the general assessment
carried out in the previous stage.
Table 3. Explanation of assessing the specific value of each typology.
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Layers - Specific Typology

Urban
Typologies

General
Value

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Recommendation

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

Assessment Layers
These diagrams illustrate the spatial distribution of the GIS
assessment layers used in the analysis and assessment of
the value of each specific urban typology in the borough.
These were overlaid onto the urban typologies and used to
help make the recommendations explained in the previous
tables.
This quantitative analysis was used to inform qualitative
professional judgements and assessments described in
the table on the previous page.

1. Conservation Areas. 2. Listed buildings and local assets

3. Green Belt

5. Street Based Visual Assessment

6. Aerial Photographic Urban Analysis

14

4. Local Open Space with 50m buffer
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Method - Forces of Change

Urban
Typologies

General
Value

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Recommendation

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

The below table explains the assessment process for each
typology in the borough. Please refer to the assessment
schedule for the results for each typology.
Link: Cog-A3-Stage 2-Assessment Table - Rev-A
Factor

Method

Assessment + Assumptions

Outcome

PTAL and
Overlay of latest TfL PTAL data and GIS
planned
analysis.
improvements
Check where a typology is within 800m
(a ten minute walk) of a station.

The following values are assigned (Ptal 0-1= low, 2-3 = medium, 4-6b = high)

Conclusion of the force of change expressed as:

Where a urban typology is within 10 minutes or directly adjacent to the a station the force
of change will be High regardless of PTAL - this is to account for inaccuracies within PTAL
and irregularities where highly connected places are not represented (Meridian Water
station and surrounds).

“Low, Medium, High”

Proximity to
Town Centres
(Major
Centres
and District
Centres)

Based on Town Centre boundaries as defined in the Local Plan:

Conclusion of the force of change expressed as:

800m+ = Low
400-800m = Medium
<400m = High

“Low, Medium, High”

Based on boundaries defined in the Local Plan:

Conclusion of the force of change expressed as:

800m+ = Low
400-800m = Medium
<400m = High

“Low, Medium, High”

GIS analysis to determine proximity at
the following distances:
800m+
400-800m
<400m
Visual check to verify.

Proximity to
Large Local
Centres

GIS analysis to determine proximity at
the following distances:
800m+
400-800m
<400m
Visual check to verify.

Residential: Generally suburban typologies (garden city, large suburban etc.) are assumed Conclusion of the force of change expressed as:
to be low density. Historic patterns and terraces are assumed to be a more sustainable
density.
“Low, Medium, High”

Sustainable
Density /
Efficient Use
of Land.

Visual check of density of the typology.

Large Scale
Coordinated
Change.

GIS overlay of areas proposed by the
Local Plan Policy Team. These are
places subject to large regeneration
or town centre renewal schemes, e.g..
Meridian Water, Enfield Town.

Assessment

Holistic assessment of the above factors All factors above are taken into consideration.
by the urban design team.
A low density area (in particular industrial) will generally imply a high force of change.

Visual check for inefficient use of land
(large gap sites etc.)

Industry: Focuses on the efficient use of plot for delivering industrial floor space.

A lower density typology will have a higher force of change as there is a need to make efficient
use of land to provide for new homes and employment space.

If the urban typology is within an area of change then there is a weighting towards a “high” Force of change expressed as “Yes” - final outcome depends on the detail of the planned
force of change.
change but generally means a greater force of change.
“No” - final outcome relies on the above factors.

Conclusion of the force of change expressed as:
“Low, Medium, High”

Proximity to a town centre and/or high PTAL / improved connectivity will almost always
result in a high force of change.

This is used in the next step to create a new, final recommendation of acceptable scale of
change.

Large local centres will have less weight but in combination with PTAL and other factors
can cumulatively result in a high force of change.

If there are significant forces of change this may result in an assessment of “limited change”
being moved up to a higher degree of change

Table 4. Explanation of assessing the forces of change acting on each typology.
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Layers - Forces of Change

Urban
Typologies

General
Value

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Recommendation

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

Assessment Layers
These diagrams illustrate the spatial distribution of
the GIS assessment layers used in the analysis and
assessment of the forces of change of each specific
urban typology in the borough. These were overlaid
onto the urban typologies and used to help make the
recommendations explained in the following tables.
This quantitative analysis was used to inform qualitative
professional judgements and assessments described in
the table on the previous page.

6. PTAL and proximity to stations

7. Major Centres, District Centres, 8. Large Local Centres

9. Area of large scale coordinated change
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Method - Final Recommendation

Urban
Typologies

Method

Assessment + Assumptions

Outcome

General Value
Assessment

See
previous
page

Identify common issues and features to
compare specific typologies against.
Make general assumptions and
recommendations .

Initial level of change
expressed as “Limited
Medium or
Transformative” change.

See
previous
page

Understand the specific positive or negative
character value of each individual typology
area.

If necessary the level of
change is updated based on
specific factors and expressed
as “Limited, Medium or
Transformative”.

See
previous
page

Understand the specific forces of change of
A value is assigned based
each individual typology area and efficiency of on the forces of change and
land use.
expressed as “Low, Medium or
High”.
Generally an area with protected heritage
status will be limited change regardless of the
forces of change.

Limited
Change

Forces of change will generally be low.
Medium Change

=

Final
Recommendation

Specific
Value

Final
Recommendation

Stage 3

General Urban
Terrace

Specific Urban
Terrace

Specific Urban
Terrace

Specific Urban
Terrace

Result:
Medium Change

Result:
Limited Change

Result:
Medium Change

Reason:

Reason:

Reason:

Potential
typologies - to
be explored in
Stage 3.

In general,
some positive
aspects but
also negative
issues to
resolve.

Many positive
deviations from
general and
high quality of
public realm
and building
quality.

Whilst there is
a high specific
value the high
forces of change
mean that a medium amount of
change should
be supported.

Forces of
change

Specific Urban
Terrace
Result:
High Force of
Change

The specific typology may be subject to
any level of “forces of change”. The level
of the “forces of change” will determine
the typologies that are proposed for new
development.

Holistic
Assessment
Final
of the above
Recommendation factors by
the urban
design team. Specific value implies transform as it is low
quality.

General
Value

The general
value
assessment is
not relevant in
the final value.

A high quality example of a typology could be
classed as limited change if it demonstrates
many positive deviations from the general
assessment.

Generally the quality of the character implies
medium change, as there are both positive
and negative features.

Forces of
change

Flow Chart

Factor

Forces of
Change

Specific
Value

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

Table 5 and the flow chart (across) explain the
process of reaching a final recommendation. These
recommendations are taken forward to Stage 3 to inform
where tall buildings could be located and the appropriate
precedents for development library.

Specific Value
Assessment

General
Value

Reason:

Transformative
Change

High PTAL,
proximity to
town centre and
proximity to
Edmonton
Green Station

If forces of change are very high this can
override the conclusion of a “medium change”
from the value assessment.
An area with high force of change -particularly
with a low density or inefficient use of land.
Industrial areas with inefficient use of land are
generally transform even if PTAL is low. This
is due to a specifc transport requirements.

1. Above - flow chart illustrating the assessment process for an
example area

2. Aerial photo of specific typology discussed above

Table 5. Explanation of the final assessment method.
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Results - General Value Map
This map shows an initial general assessment overlaid on
the new 2020 urban typology areas.

Urban
Typologies

General
Value

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Assessment

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

Typology Key
Level of change

Predominately Residential

Transformative

Pre-Victorian

Medium

Urban Terrace

Limited

Classic Suburban

Centres

Garden City

Urban Centre

Large Suburban

Historic Centre

Suburban Flats

Metroland Centre

Street Based Estates

Linear Centre

Free Form Estates

Institutions

Contemporary Flats

Industrial
Big Box Retail

Mews/Infill
Non Urban

Large Scale Industry

Reservoirs

Small Scale Industry

Landscape Typology

Office/Technology Park

N
0m
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Results - Specific Value Map
This map shows the results of the specific value
assessment overlaid on the new 2020 urban typology
areas. This has resulted in many areas changing
recommendation.

Urban
Typologies

General
Value

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Assessment

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

Key
Non Urban
Reservoirs
Landscape Typology
Level of change
Transformative
Medium
Limited

N
0m
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Results - Forces of Change Map
This map shows the results of the forces of change
assessment overlaid on the new 2020 urban typology
areas. This shows a strong relationship with town centres
and connectivity with forces of change.

Urban
Typologies

General
Value

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Assessment

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

Key
Non Urban
Reservoirs
Landscape Typology
Force of change
High
Medium
Low

N
0m
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Results - Recommendations Map
This map shows the results of the final assessment
overlaid on the new 2020 urban typology areas. This
shows a strong relationship with town centres and
connectivity but also the need to conserve heritage. The
majority of the boroughs urban area is recommended for a
medium level of change.

Urban
Typologies

General
Value

Specific
Value

Forces of
change

=

Final
Assessment

Key showing what stage of method
is being described on the page.

Drawing Reference: CoG-A1-Scale of Change Map-Rev-A

Key
Non Urban
Reservoirs
Landscape Typology
Level of change
Transformative
Medium
Limited

N
0m
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Interpretation of results
With Stage 1 and Stage 2 completed the Character of
Growth Study will now move to propose appropriate
typologies for each specific typology based on the
recemondations for scale of change.

Limited
Change

Extensions

•

•
•

Most of the borough should experience medium level
of change - this means infill, backhands development
and gentle densification.
Transformative change should occur mainly in
industrial, retail parks and around transport nodes
and town centres - as well as some isolated areas
throughout the borough.
Limited change is mainly concentrated around
conservation areas and places with heritage assets.
In general there are several areas of the borough
where density is low, typologies feature fundamental
barriers to legibility, movement or character.

Existing - No Change

Proposed - Rooftop

Proposed - Limited Infill

Proposed - Moderate infill / backlands

Proposed - Significant Infill

Rear

The interim findings show that:
•

Rooftop

Side

Limited Infill

Mew

Clusters

Townhouses

Medium
Change

Moderate Infill

Mews

Cluster

Stage 3 will interpret the results (example shown in
diagram across) and propose suitable typologies of
development for each typology and level of change. This
will be presented as a matrix and library of precedents
developments to be issued in a later report.

Backland
Development
Significant Infill

Mansion Block

X

Transformative Large Scale
Change
Planned Change

Perimeter Block

Proposed - Large Scale Planned Change

Courtyard Block

Tower

Mixed Typologies

Table 6 - indicative table showing how stage 3 could be illustrated.
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Stage 3:
Tall Buildings

Exeter Road Estate, 2021

Document
Tall
Buildings
Control
- Background
The London Plan (2021) devolves significant responsibility
to local authorities to define what a tall building is and
where they should be located. Policy D9 Tall Buildings lays
out several requirements for boroughs to follow. These are
outlined below.
•

Policy D9 A Definitions
Based on local context, Development Plans
should define what is considered a tall building
for specific localities, the height of which will vary
between and within different parts of London but
should not be less than 6 storeys or 18 metres
measured from ground to the floor level of the
uppermost storey.
The following pages set out a methodology and
findings expressed in a definitions map to address this
requirement.

•

Enfield
Local Plan

1. Enfield’s New Local Plan

Policy D9 B Locations
1) Boroughs should determine if there are
locations where tall buildings may be an
appropriate form of development, subject to
meeting the other requirements of the Plan.
This process should include engagement with
neighbouring boroughs that may be affected by
tall building developments in identified locations.
2) Any such locations and appropriate tall
building heights should be identified on maps in
Development Plans.

2. The London Plan 2021

3) Tall buildings should only be developed
in locations that are identified as suitable in
Development Plans.
The following pages explain the methodology and
findings that seek to address the London Plan
requirements.
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Tall Buildings - Definition
Enfield defines a building as “tall” if it substantially taller
than its surroundings and causes a significant change to
the skyline. The definition will vary in relation to context,
but will not apply to buildings below 18m measured from
ground to the floor level of the uppermost storey.
Falling outside of this definition does not mean that a
proposed height is acceptable, just that policies specific to
buildings defined as “tall” are not applied. All other polices
remain relevant, including consideration of appropriate
scale and all aspects of design. This is particularly relevant
when a proposal impacts on a heritage asset or its setting.

London Plan
Threshold
LondonPlan
Plan
London
Threshold
Threshold

3m
3m
3m
3m
3m
3m
3m

18m

21m

24m

25m

18m
18m

21m
21m

24m
24m

25m
25m

6 Storey
Not Tall
Storey
66Storey
NotTall
Tall
Not

London Plan minimum threshold

7 Storey
Not Tall
Storey
77Storey
NotTall
Tall
Not

8 Storey
Tall
Storey
88Storey
Tall
Tall

1. Interpretation of London Plan Definition (assuming 3m storey height for residential development)

Based on local context, Development Plans
should define what is considered a tall building
for specific localities, the height of which will vary
between and within different parts of London
•

As described in the London Plan (2021) below, there
is a minimum threshold for what defines a tall building.

Local definition
Scenario 1
An 8 storey building in a predominately 3 storey area,
under the London plan, will only be classed as tall once it
breaches the 21m threshold. There is no ability for a lower
local definition.

3m
3m
3m
3m
3m

7 Storey, with retail,
parapet and services
Notwith
Tallretail,
Storey,
with
retail,
77Storey,
parapetand
andservices
services
parapet
NotTall
Tall
Not

4m
4m

London Plan
Threshold
LondonPlan
Plan
London
Threshold
Threshold
Subtantial difference in height,
London Plan definition applies
Subtantialdifference
differenceininheight,
height,
Subtantial
LondonPlan
Plandefinition
definitionapplies
applies
London

“but should not be less than 6 storeys or 18 metres
measured from ground to the floor level of the
uppermost storey.”
Assuming a 3m standard residential floor height, this will
mean that 18m to the floor level of the upper most storey
will actually relate to a 7 storey building overall (ref to fig
1. We have therefore interpreted this definition to mean a
21m high building (7 standard residential storeys). Using
an absolute height removes ambiguity in the definition.

3m
3m

3m
3m
4m

The London Plan (2021) definition is interpreted below and
in the diagrams across.
•

3m

2. Scenario 1 - An 8 storey building in a 3 storey area.
Local
Threshold
Local
Local
Threshold
Threshold
London Plan
Threshold
LondonPlan
Plan
London
Threshold
Threshold

Insubstantial difference in height,
Local definition applies
Insubstantialdifference
differenceininheight,
height,
Insubstantial
Localdefinition
definitionapplies
applies
Local

Scenario 2
In a predominantly tall area a new building above the 21m
threshold will not be locally defined as tall. Within this
context a new local threshold is set that is based on when
the building has an impact on the skyline created by the
cluster.
3. Scenario 2 - An 8 storey building in a 7 storey area.
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Method - Definition of Tall
Factor

Method

Assessment + Assumptions

Outcome

Base Map

Use the urban typology As these areas cover the urban area they are assumed to
layers from Stage 1 as contain all tall buildings and tall buildings clusters. This also
the base.
provides consistency with the other stages of the study.

Base map

Mapping
Existing Tall
Buildings

2014 Tall Building
Study

The 2014 study provides a snapshot of the borough and a
base from which to compare the current situation.

Visual check on
typology to identify
areas over London
Plan 2021 definition.

VU city and OS height data was used to compare against
the GLA threshold of above 21m.

Locations of all
buildings above
the London
Plan threshold
mapped in GIS.
1. Exeter Road - Example of an existing cluster of tall buildings

2. Scott House - Example of an isolated tall building

Analysis of OS building
height data.
Excluding
isolated tall
buildings

Review of previous
steps outputs and
mapping clusters.

Creating Local Officer workshop /
Definitions
mapping session to
determine and draw a
boundary.

A single tall building does not create a context and is a
change from the surrounding context.
In the definition will remain in line with the London Plan
definition.

Professional judgement used based on views, height and
scale of what the bounds of the definition is.
Where it has been determined that an existing cluster of
buildings provides a context whereby additional buildings
above 21m might not be considered tall an alternative
definition is required. This has two components:
1) The spatial extent of the local definition
2) The height at which a new building would be considered
tall within that spatial extent.

Isolated tall
buildings
excluded.
Clusters remain

New GIS
boundaries
with height
and equivalent
storey heights
of new
definition areas.

3. North Middlesex Hospital - Example of a cluster fronting a
major road

The spatial extent was generally defined as the area outside
of which a building a building above 21m would cause a
significant change to the skyline. Due to the nature of the
low rise context of Enfield, this was typically any building
outside the existing cluster, resulting in boundaries drawn
tight to the cluster so the views to the new buildings within
it are set against a background of existing buildings in the
cluster.
The new threshold above which a building would be
considered tall was determined by estimating the
predominant height of buildings within the cluster, anything
above which, is considered tall.
Where clusters front onto major infrastructure the definition
can be extended to the edge of the fronting plot to account
for the context.
Table 7. Explanation of methodology for local tall building definition.
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Method - Appropriate Locations
Factor

Method

Stage 2 Interim
Gather all Limited, Medium and
Recommendations Transformative change areas as a
Map
baseline.
Tall buildings
Definitions map

Overlay definitions map

Connectivity

Map walking distances to train
stations in increments of 400m (5
mins ) and 800m (10mins)

Assessment + Assumptions

Where the recommendation from Stage 2 Map of
is Limited or Medium, then the assumption transformative
is that tall buildings are not appropriate.
change areas
to assess for
Where areas are transformative they are
suitability.
taken for further analysis.
Generally tall buildings could be
potentially be acceptable within walking
distance to promote density in sustainable
areas.
Stations are important nodes and
therefore are useful to mark with tall
buildings for urban legibility. However
this is not appropriate if the surrounding
context is very low rise and a building
below London Plan threshold would
suffice.

Proximity to Town
Centre

Map walking distances to major
and district centres in increments of
400m (5mins ) and 800m (10mins)

Outcome

Remove
transform
areas that
do not meet
either of these
criteria.
Map of zones
potentially
appropriate for
tall buildings.

1. Tottenham Hotspur

Generally tall buildings could be
acceptable within walking distance to
promote density in sustainable areas.
Town Centres are important nodes of
activity and making them more visible
aids legibility and an understanding of the
structure and hierarchy of the borough.

Proximity to
Infrastructure

Officer assessments of remaining
An area next to a major road or railway
areas to check if they are adjacent to creates an area of horizontal open space
a major railway or road.
which a tall building can help enclose.
Development along key infrastructure
routes can assist in giving the borough a
character for those travelling along them.
These are marked with a line indicating
tall buildings could be built along the
route.

Sensitive Factors

Overlay conservation areas, Green
Belt and local and nationally listed
heritage assets.
Adopted masterplans and
permissions are also overlaid to
understand exceptions to the above
constraints.
Officer assessment of context in
each area.

Table 8. Explanation of the final assessment method.
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Tall buildings are excluded from
conservation areas, unless there is
an existing masterplan or planning
permission allowing it.
Where the site is adjacent to existing
housing, green belt or heritage asset a
sensitive edge marked onto the zone
for proposals to consider in their design
response.

Potentially
Appropriate
Location
marked with
a line instead
of a zone or
radius.

1. Detail of map showing different layers of analysis.

Removal of
some areas
Sensitive
edges marked
to indicate
where height
should be
avoided.

2. VU City testing on the A10, the yellow building is the extant
permission for NEAT developments

Character of Growth Study

Tall Building Definition Map
The map across demonstrates the reality that Enfield is
a predominately low rise borough of around 2-4 storeys.
There are some exceptions where the London Plan
definition does not apply but otherwise the contextual
threshold is similar across the borough.
For the purposes of this study only the urban typology
areas have been reviewed as clearly any development in
open areas would follow the London Plan definition.
Drawing Reference: CoG-A1-Tall Buildings Definition MapRev-A

Key
Non Urban
Reservoirs
Landscape Typology
Context Specific Definition
London Plan Definition
21m - (7 no. 3m standard Residential Storey Equivalent)
Locally Defined Building Height - (Taller than London Plan)
(XXm / no. 3m standard residential storeys)

N
0m
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Tall Buildings Locations Map
This map shows the proposed areas that could potentially
accommodate tall buildings with all other areas being
inappropriate. This does not preclude the typical
assessment process required for tall buildings and they
would still have to adhere to a high standard of design.
Locations marked as potentially appropriate for tall
buildings do not allow for a blanket height across the
area. Height will only be supported as part of a coherent
strategy. All other policies within the development plan
remain relevant in determining the detailed location, form
and design of buildings. It should be noted that many of
the locations include sensitivities, including those related
to heritage assets, and therefore more detailed analysis
will be needed to justify proposals.
Drawing Reference: CoG-A3-Tall Buildings-App-LocationsRev-A

Key
Borough boundary
Green Belt
Station

B

800m radius (10 min walk) from station

G

400m radius (5 min walk) from station

S

Conservation Area

8

Listed Buildings

4

C

Local Heritage Assets

L

Major Centre

L

District Centre

M

Reservoirs

D

800m buffer from town centre

R

Appropriateappropriate
location for tall
Potentially
location
buildings
to markto
station
for
tall buildings
mark station

8

A
b

Potentially
Appropriateappropriate
location for location
for
buildings
frontage
tall tall
buildings
frontage

A
t

Potentially
Appropriateappropriate
area for tall location
for
tall buildings
buildings

A
b

Sensitive edges

39

S

Maximum height in meters

39

This is the total height of the building
and includes 3m
an allowance at roof
level for roof parapets, plant rooms,
lifts overruns, etc.

T
a
l
l

M
c
f

Maximum heights have been
calculated assuming a 3m floor to
floor standard height. for
residential development.

N
0m
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Document Control
Conclusion
and Next Steps
At this stage the Character of Growth Study provides a
direction to where change should occur and how large it
should be. Stage 3 is to define what this change will look
like.
Potential Typologies

Overall this is hoped to give the Local Planning Authority
a strong opinion on what is and isn’t acceptable in the
borough whilst not discouraging development. It is hoped
this will be a proactive driver of change in a direction that
is sustainable and good quality.

Medium
Type: Urban Terrace
Tall buildings = N

Recommended outputs of the study:
•
•
•
•

Considerations:

Inform growth and design policies in the Local Plan
Basis for Supplementary Planning Document and/or a
Design Code.
GIS, web based output that is accessible to the public
GIS, web based output for planners and developers as
part of the Local Plan.

•
•
•

Nearby CA - see appraisal
Listed building
Local Centre

Next Steps
•
•

Complete Stage 3 appropriate development typology
library and report.
Create GIS based information.

1. Mock up of potential GIS web based service (not finalised)
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